WELCOME TO

DELINEATION
delineation is the act of marking the exact position of a border or boundary.
this section focuses on specific outlines of locations and territories like cities,
counties, and countries.
activity:
imagine a map of the united states. each of the 50 states is clearly delineated.
this means there are about 50 unique stories that explain how each state got its
shape. some stories include the construction of railroads, while others include
natural geographic boundaries, such as rivers and mountains. can you think of a
key natural boundary that outlines a city, county, or country?
take a look at this map and the states identified below it. do your best to outline
or delineate each state on the map. good luck!

the exhibition, w ialls: defend, divide, and the divine
looks at walls and barriers from around the world and
throughout history to explore their various functions. most
often, walls define places, while other times they serve as a
gallery for street art, as they communicate political or social
viewpoints. explore the photo space to understand why these
walls were built and what they mean to societies around them.
complete this guide with a friend or family member to learn
more about the history of walls around the world.
florida

texas

california

DETER/DEFENSE

DECORATION

in 1066, the first-known castles were built in england by invaders from
normandy, france to protect their new kingdom. since then, thousands of castles
have been built all over the world. they have sturdy defense systems to protect the
people living inside from an outside attack.

a cave painting of an animal was recently discovered in indonesia. it is over
40,000 years old!

activity:
what does it mean to be protected? why do people want to protect themselves?
below are a few types of barriers that have been used to deter “outsiders” and
defend those that live “inside.” what are some other forms of defense that you can
imagine? try drawing them on the castle!

since then, painting on walls has taken many different forms. street
art took off in the 1970s and became a common part of everyday city
landscapes. many graffiti and mural artists use their art as a tool for
expressing and communicating their views, which has caught the interest of
art lovers around the world.

curtain wall – the stone wall that is wrapped around the outside of a castle.

activity:
street art is so important because it appears in public spaces and everyone
has access to experience it. as a result, so much of the street art we see is
often in conversation with other work on the walls, or with the landscape
that is surrounding the wall.

moats - man-made ditches filled with water that encircle the castle.

draw your own graffiti on this l.a. wall and start your own conversation!

towers - designed to give a better viewpoint of their surrounding space and
spot oncoming attackers.
drawbridges – bridges that could be pulled up to prevent access across
moats.

DIVINE

INVISIBLE

“divine” is a word used to describe something (or someone) that has the
qualities of a god or goddess, a supreme being, or universal power. the
word can also be used to describe a sacred place in nature, an energy that
someone feels, or a personal experience.

when people think of walls we usually think of a physical structure, but
this section of the exhibition shows us how some walls are invisible. these
walls can often be a representation of an emotion or idea that creates
boundaries between people.

activity:
look through this section and think about the different meanings these
walls represent to the communities around them. Is there a place you find
sacred or divine?

activity:
look at the descriptions below, imagine what the invisible walls around you
would look like, and draw them around the characters!

the walls in this section are used as spiritual symbols or as places for
reflection and ritual practices, such as prayer or meditation.

if you need personal space

what are some rituals you have in your own life?

if you were confused

?

?

what is the space you have created to practice these rituals?
find the following photographs in this section of the exhibition. draw a
line to match the hints with the photo. fill in the missing location.
hint: meena women creating
a mandana painting
location:

hint: a family praying in
a bangladesh airport
location:

hint: the artist uses color
to remember victims
location:

if you were sad

if you were scared

